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A thorough understanding of basic and developmental biology in the dentine-pulp complex is
essential to underpin therapeutic advancements in the field of regenerative endodontics. Improved
knowledge of how dental and biomaterials interact with healthy and diseased tissue is required
to enable improvements in minimally invasive vital pulp treatment (VPT). The tooth has an
innate ability for repair following traumatic and carious injury and several processes come into
play including the tissue’s detection and resolution of infection and its inflammatory response,
alongside the regulatory role that these processes play on tissue regenerative events, including
tertiary dentinogenesis. The “repair” or tertiary dentine which can occur within the tooth in
response to clinical treatments has been purposefully termed reactionary and reparative dentine.
This enables focus on two different processes. Reactionary dentine is produced by surviving
primary odontoblasts and occurs in response to less severe injury. Reparative dentinogenesis occurs
due to more intense injury which results in the loss of the original developmentally derived
odontoblasts, which are then replaced by new odontoblast-like cells which differentiate from
progenitor/stem cells recruited to the injury site, either from the local tissue, or potentially from
more distant niches. The tertiary dentine produced by the two processes is very different due to the
diverse biological responses involved. Whilst molecular techniques are being utilized the complete
characterization of the odontoblast-like cell phenotype remains elusive and the degree by which
these cells mimic the original developmentally derived odontoblasts remains unclear. Nevertheless,
the harnessing of the tertiary dentinogenic events alongside restorative procedures are clearly
clinically important and advantageous. Whilst endodontic imaging approaches provide disease
information, ideally to tailor clinical treatments, novel diagnostic approaches need to be developed
to inform treatment planning. Currently, however, these approaches are subjective and therefore
limited in their utility. Along with the difficulties associated with identifying suitable reproducible
diagnostic biomarkers, it is also unclear as to which tissues or fluid sources are best to use which
will then enable the optimal clinical approaches. Indeed, the clinical outcome which benefits
the patient in terms of resolution of disease, absence of pain and swelling, restoration of tooth
functionality and longevity, and tooth aesthetics to be applied are arguably the most important. It
is therefore beneficial that clinician-scientist partnerships exist which enable meaningful studies
and underpinning this is the need to ask the most important and critical research questions.
Furthermore, due to the complex and multifaceted nature of the disease research in endodontics
needs to encompass the role of the microbiology, the hosts immune and inflammatory response,
stem cell and tissue regenerative biology, as well as the development of novel biomaterials which
work to enhance dental tissue repair. Whilst animal models provide valuable information that
can inform the development of novel endodontic treatments, it is the well-designed and targeted
clinical trials that will be essential to show their efficacy and hence inform the uptake of these new
clinical procedures. Regenerative endodontics should therefore embrace the repair, replacement
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and regeneration of the dentine-pulp complex. Research into
this area is complex and requires multiple stake-holders which
have suitable expertise to enable the clinical impact necessary for
patient benefit.
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